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Knowledge Management for Librarians
Business Horizons
[Books in print / Supplement ] ; Books in print : BIP ; an author-title-series index. Supplement
Disruption
Knowledge management is emerging as a new concept in the management field. Though this concept is for business
organizations, it is also attracting the interest of library professionals in managing library and information centers. This book
is written to familiarize librarians with knowledge management and its possible uses. Knowledge management, its various
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tasks and activities, and its implementation aspects are discussed in detail throughout. A special chapter emphasizes the
possible uses of knowledge management in academic, public, and special libraries.

The British National Bibliography
The Library Journal
Not only examines how to analyze industry structure and how todetermine your company's competitive position within it,
but alsodetails how to use such analysis in order to gain the competitiveedge by anticipating or changing the rules of the
game--evenchanging the game itself. Provides clear, concise solutions to somemajor problems such as how to describe and
communicate a strategyand how to determine what's feasible and what's not, depending onyour company's position.
Packed with case studies from suchindustries as AT&T, Federal Express, United Airlines and more.

The Academy of Management Review
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School library journal,
ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.

Crafting and Implementing Strategy
Fundamentals of Supply Chain Management
This text contains the same material as in the first part of Strategic Management tenth edition, but with the addition of a
section containing 19 topical strategic management readings.

The Motor Car, 1946-56
Since 1992 the Department of Defense (DOD), through the U.S. Army Medical Research and Material Command, has
received congressionally earmarked appropriations for programs of biomedical research on prostate, breast, and ovarian
cancer; neurofibromatosis; tuberous sclerosis; and other health problems. Appropriations for these Congressionally Directed
Medical Research Programs are used to support peer reviewed extramural research project, training, and infrastructure
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grants. Congress has become concerned about funding increases for these programs given current demands on the military
budget. At the request of Congress, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) examined possibilities of augmenting program funding
from alternative sources. The resulting IOM book, Strategies to Leverage Research Funding: Guiding DOD's Peer Reviewed
Medical Research Programs, focuses on nonfederal and private sector contributions that could extend the appropriated
funds without biasing the peer review project selection process.

IEMC 96 Proceedings, International Conference on Engineering and Technology Management,
August 18-20, 1996, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Strategic Management
The concept of followership, like leadership, is not new to the extent that it has been around since the beginning of
creation. It is so pervasive in human interactions that attempts to study it are often met with ridicule. In the organization
literature, followership, a complementary role to leadership, was often ignored until recently when scholars observed that
followers have as much a role to play in the leader-follower relationship. Theoretical Perspectives of Strategic Followership
focuses on one type of followership – strategic – which is an emergent phenomenon. Similar to leadership, followership has
been defined as a role, process, and capacity. Indeed, others consider it as socially constructed. In addition to the
definitions, the relatively sparse literature has identified antecedents, outcomes, and moderators of followership. The book
combines both the macro (strategic management) and micro (psychological) foundations of strategic followership to
encourage research not only among strategic management scholars but also those in the micro fields of organizational
behaviour, human resources management, and industrial psychology.

Theoretical Perspectives of Strategic Followership
Strategic Management: Creating Competitive Advantage, 4th Edition, by the prestigious authors Dess/Lumpkin/Eisner
provide solid treatment of traditional topics in strategic management as well as thorough coverage of contemporary topics
such as digital & internet strategies, innovation & corporate entrepreneurship, knowledge management, and intellectual
assets. This text’s accessible writing style and wealth of new and updated illustrations, which clarify the most difficult
topics, make this text the best resource for your students.

Inventing the Future
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Business 2.0
Customer Knowledge Management: People, Processes, and Technology
In Portfolio Management , Shan Rajegopal, a leading authority on innovation and project portfolio management, provides an
integrated project portfolio management framework which links innovation, investment and implementation. A successful
tried and tested method, this blueprint will be a hands-on guide for business executives.

IR/HR Quarterly Briefing
Integrating Service Strategy in the Manufacturing Company
What people are saying about Discount Business Strategy: "Michael Andersen and Flemming Poulfelt provide a provocative
discussion of the rapidly growing role of discounters across numerous industries: how they operate; how they create
uniqueness; and how they can destroy value for incumbents. Understanding the specific moves and tools that the authors
analyze will be valuable for attackers and incumbents alike." —Adrian J. Slywotzky, Director, Mercer Management
Consulting USA "This book is very timely, dealing with today's most critical strategic issue: how to provide more value to the
consumer through aggressive discounting. Those players in manufacturing and distribution who master this will be the
winners; many established firms will fall by the wayside. A similar set of issues are facing many nations today - Europe vs.
Asia!" —Peter Lorange, President, IMD, Switzerland "Andersen and Poulfelt have researched one of the most important
themes in today's business world - how fundamentally new business models have wiped out establishments not with new
products or technologies, but by creating new rules for conventional industries. Read this book and learn how to recognize
the disruption of your industry before it is too late!" —Sigurd Liljenfeldt, Senior Partner, Monitor Group, France "This book
asks if a firm can have its cake and eat it too - that is, maintain high quality at low prices. My favourite example and
shopping place is big box Costco. Ikea is another. A must read for a broad audience concerned about corporate survival!"
—Professor Larry E. Greiner, Marshall School of Business, University of Southern California, USA The aspiration to adopt the
right strategy still prevails over the business world. But is there a single 'best' strategy for a company? Can an organization
create sustainable competitive advantage from an 'off-the-peg' strategy? And are most companies likely to craft a strategy
that genuinely creates uncontested market space and makes the competition irrelevant? The answer to all these questions
is probably 'No'. And the rising tide of companies like Dell, CostCo, Skype and Linux means that asking them at all may soon
be futile. While strategists have foundered in old paradigms, a new breed of competitors has emerged. Value destroyers.
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Old-style thinking understood value destruction when it was confined to an industry and driven by a new product or
technology. But what are the implications when the destruction stems from a new way of thinking - from a strategy that
simultaneously creates value? The implications are enormous. Every company in every industry is potentially at risk. This
risk - or opportunity - is precisely the reason for this book and its focus on exploring why and how some companies have
bridged the gap between differentiator and cost leader strategies to emerge as winners in hypercompetitive markets, and
what this entails in terms of value destruction and creation. Discounting organizations are here to stay - are you?

Harvard Business School Core Collection
Contemporary Strategy Analysis
Knowledge management is "hot"--and this is the first book to deliver hands-on techniques and tools for making it happen.
Tiwana walks step-by-step through the development of an enterprise Knowledge Management System, and covers how to
identify your organization's key knowledge management challenges; how to staff the right team and manage it effectively;
and more.

Creating Strategic Leverage
The revised edition of this book now contains discusson of time-based competition versus cost-based competition, new
coverage of total quality management, value-based strategies, concurrent design and manufacturing. It also looks at the
application of expert systems as a strategic support tool.

Strategic Management
Thompson/Strickland READINGS is the softcover readings component of this market-leading strategic management
package. The readings reflect current thought in strategic management.

Crafting and Executing Strategy
Global Finance 2000
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Suggests ways to break down creative barriers and develop new competitive strategies and marketing plans

Discount Business Strategy
Multinational Strategic Alliances Robert J. Mockler St. John's University, New York Strategic alliances are one of the most
significant tools used today in business, especially by multinational firms. It is seen by business managers as the way to
grow their organizations, especially when faced by downsizing and cutbacks. Such alliances have certainly been around for
a long time, and surveys show that today the majority of large organizations use them. Almost all multinational firms have
considered them. However, what has changed in today's working climate is their breadth and frequency of use, and their
complexity. This highlights the need for a comprehensive guide such as this. Indeed, research shows that over 70% of
strategic alliances fail to deliver the results that were intended from the outset. What makes this book so useful is that it
covers a broader range of alliances and has more current case studies than other books currently available. In addition, this
comprehensive introduction to the subject provides a base of practical 'how-to-do-it' material and specific decision models
covering determining strategic fit, negotiating strategic alliances and selecting compatible partners, formulating type and
structure of alliances in light of operational fit, and making strategic alliances work. The book also explores other options
instead of alliances such as wholly-owned multinational expansion and exporting, and has major sections on understanding
and managing cross-cultural diversity, communications and leadership. Case studies include General Motors in China,
British Airways and American Airlines, Airbus Industrie, a celluar phone venture in Tashkent, British Petroleum/Mobil in
Europe, and Puyi-Briggs and Straton Engine Corporation in China. The systematic processes, contingency frameworks, best
practices guidelines and situation analysis checklists given in this book make it an indispensable guide for managers and
senior managers no matter what the size of their enterprise, especially those involved in international marketing, planning
and management. It is also relevant to consultants and MBA and post-graduate students interested in the development,
management and other strategic issues involved in multinational strategic alliances.

Readings in Strategic Management
Presents a blueprint that will guide us in the re-visioning of library and information services.

Building the Strategically-Responsive Organization
Non-profits are big business. As the sector expands to embrace new issues, there is increased pressure for accountability,
relevancy, and efficiency. Practitioners are expected to be experts in a variety of fields. In Five Good Ideas, forty
professionals from successful non-profits large and small offer information, strategies for action, and management solutions
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that are easy to implement and will improve how organizations function. Alan Broadbent is the chair of Avana Capital, Tides
Canada Foundation, and Maytree, and is the author of Urban Nation. Ratna Omidvar is the president of Maytree and is The
Globe and Mail's 2010 Nation Builder of the Decade for Citizenship.

Portfolio Management
Strategic Management: Creating Competitive Advantages
This collection of previously unpublished articles provides an overview of strategic management in business studies.
Covering six different schools of thought on the topic, the book pulls together all the relevant strands of thinking to provide
critical readings in one source.

Harvard Business School Core Collection 1995
Multinational Strategic Alliances
Building the Strategically-Responsive Organization Edited by Howard Thomas and Don O’Neal University of Illinois, USA and
Rod White and David Hurst Western Business School, Ontario, Canada The contributions in this volume provide an
interesting and effective integration of strategic perspectives that exemplify many of the most important issues facing
strategic management, both now and in the immediate future. Education Strategic intent Competitive dynamics Industry
evolution Strategic change Value chains Globalization Building the Strategically-Responsive Organization is concerned with
building and maintaining bridges between theory and practice. On the research side it generates and tests theories related
to business and management and on the practitioner side it shows how to learn, understand and apply tested theories to
practice.

Strategies to Leverage Research Funding
This text aims to provide industrial companies with directions for turning after-sales service to competitive advantage. The
text focuses on the increasing realization of the importance of after-sales service which comes with a need to include
service within overall corporate strategy. Customer-supplier relationships as well as performance criteria should be defined,
and strategies agreed, if full competitive advantage is to be gained. The author introduces the service mix as a competitive
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tool of very real practical use.

Competing Through Supply Chain Management
Author of the bestselling text Supply Chain Management, John T. Mentzer's companion book Fundamentals of Supply Chain
Management: Twelve Drivers of Competitive Advantage has been developed as a supplemental text for any course dealing
with strategy and supply chains. Written in an entertaining, accessible style, Mentzer identifies twelve drivers of
competitive advantage as clear strategic points managers can use in their companies. Research from more than 400 books,
articles, and papers, as well as interviews with over fifty executives in major global companies, inform these twelve drivers.
The roles of all of the traditional business functions—marketing, sales, logistics, information systems, finance, customer
services, and management—in supply chain management are also addressed.

Library Journal
Across the Board
Now in its tenth edition, Contemporary Strategy Analysis continues its tradition of accessibility, practicality, and real-world
relevance to graduate and undergraduate students around the world. Focusing on strategic analysis, value creation, and
implementation, this book provides a rigorous grounding in essential principles while offering up-to-date perspectives based
on practices used at leading companies across industries and borders. Comprehensive coverage merges theory and
application through new and updated cases, and the discussion surrounding business policy, business strategy, and the
business environment links concept to context for a holistic understanding of the mechanisms at work. To keep pace with
the field’s constant evolution, this new edition has been revised to reflect the current business landscape with expanded
coverage of critical topics including disruption, innovation, technology, and other factors impacting strategic planning and
implementation. Global perspectives throughout highlight the dynamic nature of strategic management in the face of
borderless business, equipping students with the well-rounded knowledge base the future of business demands.

Five Good Ideas
"This book introduces an integrated approach to analyzing and building customer knowledge management (CKM) synergy
from distinctive core advantages found in key organizational elements"--Provided by publisher.
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Traffic Management
SCM is one of the hottest topics in manufacturing and distribution, and like JIT and TQC it requires a corporate commitment.
This book provides both fundamental principles of SCM as well as a set of guidelines to assist in practical application of
SCM. It will be one of the first books on the market that deals exclusively with SCM and its application. Readers in the
academic, management sciences, sales, marketing and government environments will find this book of particular interest.

Marketing for Financial Advisors: Build Your Business by Establishing Your Brand, Knowing
Your Clients and Creating a Marketing Plan
To financial advisors who ask, “Who has the time and money for marketing?” the authors have an important piece of
advice: Treat your practice like a small business, or you will be put out of business. In an economy in flux, prospective
clients are hesitant to put their financial future in the hands of just anyone. This is where Marketing for Financial Advisors
comes in. The definitive marketing book designed specifically for financial advisors, it provides all the basic marketing skills
you need to attract high-net-worth clients quicker and in greater numbers than ever. Putting the authors’ proven techniques
to use, you can immediately build your client base by: Establishing brand and reputational awareness Developing a
differentiated value proposition Creating a “word-of-mouth” army Understanding your clients’ psychology Focusing on a
niche segment of clients Building a sophisticated marketing campaign Writing an effective marketing plan Determining the
ROI of your marketing spend Faculty members of the Wharton School’s marketing department, the authors base much of
their advice on a study of more than 800 financial advisors. Throughout the text, proven marketing approaches are
combined with real-world insights from these successful advisors. Marketing for Financial Advisors opens the door to an
entirely new perspective on your business. You will begin to view yourself as an entrepreneur and understand that an
investment in marketing is an investment in the future of your business. Whether you already run a successful financial
advisory firm or plan to start one, you must build customer relationships through marketing if you want to survive and profit
for years to come. Take your first steps as a small-business entrepreneur using Marketing for Financial Advisors as your
guide.

Strategic Management
Engineering management changes from a prior view of fixed management structure to one of dynamic change in response
to external world changes are examined. The spread of information technology and of information is recognized in many of
these papers as having significant impact on accepting diversity in management operations. Quality of operations and of
end products is described, accepted, and recognized as economically efficient in engineering management operations.
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The Knowledge Management Toolkit
This text is renowned for its strong cases, and comprehensive reading. This edition provides new cases covering high profile
companies, globally competitive industries, entrepreneurial businesses, and public companies.
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